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  OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS 
  Choose the correct option: 1x15=15 

 
  1)  Switzerland is a country located in - 
     a) West Europe    b) Central Europe    c) East Europe    

 
  2) The country lying to the west of Switzerland is - 
     a) Italy   b) Germany   c) France 

 
  3) Major mountain ranges of Switzerland are the Alps and the - 
     a) Jura   b) Vosges   c) Garda 

 
  4)  In the map of Switzerland, Italy lies to its - 
     a) east   b) south   c) west 

 
  5) The highest peak of the Swiss Alps is – 

a) Monte Tendre   b) Monte Leone    c) Monte Rosa 

 
  6) The following is not considered as an official language of Switzerland -  
    a) German   b) Dutch   c) French 

 
  7)  A terrain formed by the action of the underground water on limestone region is 
called the - 
     a) Karst topography    b) Aeolian topography   c) Glacial topography 



 
  8) Mitteland located in between the Alps and the Jura mountains is the central - 
     a) plain    b) hilly tract   c) plateau   

 
   9) River Rhone flows through Switzerland along with river - 
      a) Volga   b) Rhine   c) Dnieper 
        

 10) The Mitteland is enclosed by Lake Constance and -    
       a) Lake Ladoga    b) Lake Onega    c) Lake Geneva 

 
11)  The states in the country of Switzerland are called - 
      a) counties    b) communes    c) cantons 

 
 12) The largest glacier of the Alps is the -  
       a) Aletsch    b) Albigna     c) Allalin    

 
 13) Mitteland is described as Switzerland’s -  
       a) ‘Industrial heartland’   b) ‘Commercial Heartland’   c) ‘Agricultural Heartland’  

 
 14)  The famous pyramidal peak of Switzerland is the -    
       a) Momin Dvor   b) Matterhorn   c) Muratov 

 
 15)  Switzerland is dominated by - 
        a) Alpine vegetation   b) Tundra vegetation   c) Mangrove vegetation 
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